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THE FEAR PROJECT 

 

Why did we start it, and what do we hope to bring to your life? 

 

Fear is one of the basic human emotions - recognizing it and tackling 

it will free you. The Fear Project aims to deliver practical strategies 

for addressing your fears and morphing them into a driving force 

towards your desires and vision.  

 

Have you ever felt weak because you “feared”? Did you ever feel the need 
to hide your fear?  Most of us can probably answer “yes” to at least one of 

those questions. 

Especially in the business environment, we tend not to show or share 

fear; out of concern, our colleagues will interpret it as a sign of weakness. 

However, not naming or facing your fear can leave you paralyzed. And as 

you’ve probably experienced yourself that if you hide your fear, you may 

come across as inauthentic. People are sensitive to the emotions of 

others and especially when “something is up“. 

Admitting and speaking about fear is not a weakness. It is a strength. 

Through The Fear Project, we spoke with 10 seemingly fearless global 

leaders. They were open to discussing fear and sharing their experience 

and practical tips on dealing with it. 

When you listen to their open, honest, and deep conversations or read 

the abstracts in this document, you will notice that these leaders all share 

common practices. We’ve summarized them for your benefit at the 

end of this document, together with a self-coaching practice 

designed by Dana Poul-Graf, that you can apply immediately and 

anytime you start to feel fear and worry. 

We are convinced that taking care of yourself and having deep 

compassion for others is not mutually exclusive. In these tough times in 

Europe (and elsewhere around the world) we MUST do both! 
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Why? Because our perspectives can become clouded, and our values 

ignored when we act out of fear or stress. 

 

We tackle fear within businesses and professional spaces, however, the 

strategies and tips are widely applicable.  

 

Environments where you are physically threatened encounter a different 

shape of fear. We know some amazing experts and volunteers who help 

in this arena right now. Our thanks go to them! 🙏  

 

Let's stay clear-headed and rooted in our values.  

Let's protect each other and the world based on the right human 

principles. 
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“Fear is an uncertainty of knowing
what is coming.”

 
“Be and remain authentic,

be knowledgeable in your field.”
 

Allow your fear to focus your
mind.
Listen to the experts.
Analyze the data.
Listen to your gut.
Make a strong decision with
resolve.
Don’t be afraid to reverse course
when facts change.

What you can do now to face your
fears:

 

Lilian Bernhardt
Former Head of Global IT Legal Team in DPDHL

 

Watch the video

How to tackle uncertainty:
You must focus on what you know
and make an informed decision.

Focus your mind and become more
diligent.

Look at the facts. Analyze the data.
Assess the risk of the things you
don’t know, make an informed
decision, and move forward. 
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“Live through the fear. The possibilities on the
other side are worth it.“ 

When experiencing fear:
Create the space to be yourself.

Be open to sharing your opinion or
asking questions without feeling
threatened.

Be rooted in the moment, be present.

Create a ritual to be present and
focused.
Trust your feeling to lead you.
Choose to face the fear and re-
emerge.

What you can do now to face your fears:

Brigida Pereira Neves
International Ballet Dancer

Watch the video

To all leaders:
To have a great performer
you need someone who
thinks not just executes.

Create space for people to
be themselves, to be
authentic.

Remember:
What makes people courageous is to go through fear,

not avoid it.
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”Your strong desires can completely dissolve your fear.”
 

“If you don’t overcome your fear you will fail.”
 

Learn step by step about
different areas triggering your
fear.
Be precise in what you want
and what you do.
Consider the context and
history of others.
Focus on how you respond.

What you can do now to face your
fears:

 

Chaz Hill
Air Force Veteran

 

Watch the video

Find a great passion worth the
risk.

Somebody with more experience
can navigate you around the fear
by sharing knowledge step by
step, motivating you, and helping
to build your confidence.

Remember:
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“Confronting your fear is healthy.”
 

“Reflect on yourself and on what causes your anxiety and fear. 
Keep digging into yourself until you understand

what the root of your fear is.”

Build a good relationship with your stakeholders. In the beginning, start by asking what
the top 3 challenges are for your stakeholder and identify how you can help them.
Be very well prepared (e.g. documentation, talking points etc.)
Depending on stakeholder, ask how they are doing. (Establish the right level of comfort
with each stakeholder.)
Reflect on successes/things that went well, as well as areas that could be improved or
performed better.
When sharing feedback, be specific. Do not generalize!
Be empathetic.
Be aware that the situation might be difficult and that emotions might arise.
Don’t let emotions get to you.
Be neutral and supportive.
Remember it is not about you, it is about supporting your stakeholder to be successful
as well as the wider organization.

Going into a difficult discussion with your stakeholder:

Build strong relationships by understanding your
stakeholder's challenges and helping to address
them.
Show up prepared!
Allow others to be emotional, but don’t get
emotional yourself. Stay calm and supportive.

What you can do now to face your fears:

Christopher Wade 
C-suite Communications Professional

Watch the video 6
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“Fear is an emotion primarily linked to the function of the
kidneys.”

 
“Somebody with a calm and dynamic mind can

 understand the deeper nature of issues in business,
recognize opportunities faster and make better decisions.“

 

Breathe to calm your mind.
Elevate yourself from the grips of
ego and start to live your full
potential.
Create an environment that
empowers you to be the best
version of yourself. 

What you can do now to face your
fears:

 

Johan Taft
High-Performance Mentor

Watch the video

Remember:
Fear can almost create a superpower;
it is a chemical reaction in our body
that focuses on survival, which also
causes our brain to shut down.

We need to better understand how our
mind and body works. We can either
react and respond to circumstances or
be the creative force in our life.
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“Fear is not there with you at the moment. It is out
there, always in the future.”

 
“We can’t accomplish what we can’t picture.”

Remember:
Fear is always in the future. One thing to
help is to stay in presence.

Going through a change will always be a
journey. You can’t skip it; you can’t speed
it up.

Analyzing facts and data will help you to
strip off the fear. 

Let go of things that you don’t have
control over.
Focus on how you respond.
Rewrite your story.

What you can do now to face your fears:

Jean Davidson
Consultant/Professor/Business Founder/Coach

Watch the video

What is here with me in this
moment?
What story am I telling myself?
What can I control?

A key to moving away from fear is to
ask yourself a couple of questions:
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/drjdavidson/
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"Fear is an opportunity.“ 
 

“Be open to being vulnerable. Share your fears.”
 

Identify the root cause by
increasing self-awareness.
Get out of your comfort zone,
experiment, and learn.
Start with small steps towards new
behavior.

What you can do now to face your
fears:

 

German Valencia
Executive Advisor, Coach, and Mentor

Watch the video

Be open to being vulnerable. 
Share your fears – you might be
surprised others share the same
fears.
Be patient – be honest with
yourself.

Remember:

Focus on the present, take
one day at a time.
Share what you are
experiencing.
Smile!

Covid-19 strength:
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“We should embrace fear. Encourage
people to communicate about it.“

 
“It is the confidence from those around you that
help you to overcome some of the challenges.“

When experiencing fear:
Trust your judgment.
Trust your belief.
Trust your instincts.
Analyze and rationalize it
with people around you.

Listen to your team, customers,
partners, advisors.
Talk to those who are more
experienced and analyze facts.
Trust your judgment and instinct.

What you can do now to face your fears:

Richard Patterson
Founder and CEO at Wisdom BPO Ltd

Watch the video

To all leaders:
Create an environment where people can
be open and express their fear. 
Listen.
Talk to people.

Remember:
Fear changes through life.
Fear goes hand in hand with risk.
Fear, if you let it, will disrupt your correct decision-making.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/richard-patterson-479b696/
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“Focus on the positive aspects.”
 

“Change what you can on the tough part of your
life and embrace the rest.”

Start with yourself and improve the
little things in your life.

No matter how much or how little
you have, do something for others.

Have empathy with others and their
situation, relate on a human level.

What you can do now to face your
fears:

Lucia Kossarova
Co-founder of the non-profit organization Provida

Watch the video

Fear is an opportunity.
Change your perspective.
Let go.

Remember:

Do not underestimate the impact
that small changes in your life

can have on society.
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“Fear is there to push you out of your comfort zone,
to spark you to become a better person.”

 
“Admitting as a leader that you make mistakes

is very powerful. You gain trust.”

Face your fear and deal with it. 
Listen to your instincts.
Step away from your ego.

When experiencing fear:

      Use your ratio!

What can help you when facing fear:
Admitting that you make mistakes is very
powerful. You gain the trust of people by
opening yourself and becoming vulnerable. 

Meeting people from a similar field, people
who are further in their career, and talking to
them about your challenges. You might learn
that they are facing the same fear. And that
together you may develop a solution.

Nothing is unique. Everything already
happened before. You can create a
discussion forum and talk about it. Dealing
with it on your own is not ideal.

Give them the option to ask
you questions directly,
regularly, and anonymously.
Answer them to boost their
confidence and trust in the
company.

Dealing with fear of your
colleagues:

Clear your schedule and inspect
the issues yourself.
Remove yourself from the drama.
Trust your mind to come up with a
solution.

Tips: 

Matthijs Welle 
CEO of Mews Systems

Watch the video 12
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SELF-COACHING TECHNIQUE 

How can you use this learning to manage your fear? 

The ability to transform a seemingly disruptive emotion like fear into 

a productive, creative force is a process that requires time. However, 

start now. 

How? 

First, let’s look through these common themes from the 10 interviews 

with the global leaders. 

What is fear: 

Fear is an emotion. 

Fear is always in the future. 

Fear is an opportunity. 

 

What we fear: 

The unknown. 

Uncertainty. 

Failure. 

Bad perception. 

Making the wrong decision. 

Not being good enough. 

 

What can fear cause: 

Fear can paralyze you. 

It can disable you from making a good decision. 

Overcoming fear will give you energy and motivation. 

 

 

Most of our reasons to fear are linked to one of the above-mentioned 

areas. Which resonates for you the most?  

 

This is the space for your notes: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………… 
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How to tackle fear: 

Accept it is ok to be vulnerable and make mistakes. 

 

Reflect on yourself. 

 

Stay present. 

Analyze the facts. 

Let go of things you have no control over. 

 

Face the fear.  

Get out of your comfort zone. 

Find the root cause of your fear. 

 

Share your fear, talk to people. 

Listen to your instincts. 

Listen to your experts and people who are more experienced. 

 

Focus on how you respond. 

Be and remain authentic. 

 

Learn and experience. 

 

How to transfer this learning into your practice? 

You can use these simple steps to self-coach anytime you feel diving into 

fear and worries. 

1. AWARENESS OF YOUR EMOTION 

Acknowledge what you feel and allow yourself to experience the 

emotion. Welcome it as a visitor who is accepted but for whom you 

open the door and politely ask to leave again. 

 

While it sounds simple, most people don’t take time to understand 
what they feel. We are taught to ignore and suppress our feelings 

from early on. However, awareness of your emotions and allowing 

yourself to feel them and let them pass is a basis for emotional self-

management and intelligence. 
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2. ANCHOR IN PRESENCE  

Now that you know what to feel and allow yourself to experience 

the feeling, make a conscious effort to distance yourself from that 

emotion.  

 

You can do a short mindfulness exercise, meditation, or simply 

focus on what you can perceive with your senses. 

- What do you see? 

Try to notice even the smallest detail of an object in front of 

you or outside the window. 

- What do you hear?  

How many different audial sources can you experience at 

once at this moment? 

For example, you can maybe hear the hum of a dishwasher, 

the sound of someone typing on the keyboard next to you. 

But as you tune in, you also notice a bird singing outside and 

wind hitting your roof. 

- What can you feel with your touch? 

Let your hand land naturally and close your eyes. How does 

the surface feel? What details of the material can you sense? 

Is it cold or warm? 

  

Under those dominant visual and tactile impressions, under the 

loudest sounds, there is more, if you give it your full focus. 

Now, as the saying states: You came back to your senses. 

You have distanced yourself from your emotions and thoughts by 

making being in the present your anchor.  

 

3. REFLECT 

What was the trigger for your fear? When did the emotion start to 

arise? What exactly took place during that time? What was the root 

cause? 
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This is the space for your notes: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………… 

 

4. RATIONALIZE  

What is it that you know about this subject/event? What are the 

facts? What are the interpretations or stories that you’ve created?  
Differentiate stories from facts. 

This is the space for noting the FACTS: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………… 

 

This is the space for noting the STORIES and INTEPRETETIONS: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………… 

 

5. REWRITE THE STORY 

Rewrite your stories by looking for alternative interpretations.  

What is the ideal outcome you’d like to see? What would be the best 

possible way to respond to this situation?  

 

Don’t leave out a possibility only because it seems too daring, too 
good, or too lucky. You are worth the best possible outcomes. 

However, they won’t occur if you don’t believe it’s a viable option. 

 

This is the space for your ideal scenario/outcome: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………… 
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Read it aloud for yourself. Feel free to do so several times a day or 

anytime needed. Stick to it, especially anytime your mind will want 

to drift to the worries and fears.  

 

6. RESPOND 

Now you are ready to respond or act on the root cause of your 

emotion and handle the situation. Remind yourself of the ideal 

outcome, navigate towards it and expect it to take place. 

 

Remember: You can’t choose what happens to you, but you can 
choose how you respond. 

Let us know how it went! 

We’d love to hear your experiences with this self-coaching technique.  

We are also here if you need more support. You’ll reach us via email: 

dana@keyandspark.com, ivana@keyandspark.com, or book a FREE 

intro call. 
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